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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. In a recent paper Barbasch and Vogan [3] introduce the 
notion of a unipotent representation for a complex semisimple Lie group. 
This was motivated by ideas of Arthur [ 1 ] concerning the classification of 
unitary representations and by results of Lusztig [16] concerning the 
corresponding problem for these groups over finite fields. They compute 
“character formulae” for these representations which are to play an impor- 
tant role in establishing unitarity. Indeed Barbasch [2] has now described 
the unitary spectrum for complex classical groups from their results. 
1.2. The aim of this note is to show how one can eliminate the 
long winded case by case analysis of Barbasch and Vogan using recent 
results of Lusztig [ 161 and the author [ 1 l] on the decomposition of left 
cells. Furthermore our results are more general than [3] and in particular 
we handle the case when the cell is not necesarily multiplicity free which is 
significantly more difficult. Of course some of the results of Lusztig are also 
established through case by case analysis; but at least he has indicated how 
this may be eliminated. 
1.3. It is quite unnecessary for us to understand how Arthur’s ideas 
are used by Barbasch and Vogan to define unipotent representations. This 
is because we ultimately only have to study left cells associated to those 
Duflo involutions which occur as the longest elements in Weyl subgroups. 
To get to this point Barbasch and Vogan need relatively little case by case 
analysis. However, to eliminate the latter is also an important goal which 
will require a deeper understanding of the relationship between left cells 
and nilpotent orbits. 
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2. CELLS AND DUALITY 
We start by recalling some well-known facts about left cells. This will 
help us fix notation and give a relatively self-contained treatment. 
2.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with Cartan sub- 
algebra h. Fix a basis B for the set R c h* of non-zero roots. The Weyl 
group W is defined as the Coxeter group generated by the set {s,: CI E B} 
of simple reflections and admits a length function I( .). For each B’ c B, let 
W,. denote the subgroup of W generated by {s,: CI E B’} and wBf the 
unique longest element of W,,. 
2.2. Let p E h* denote the half sum of the positive roots relative to 
B. For each I E h*, let M(i) denote the Verma module with highest weight 
A-p and L(A) its unique simple quotient. They belong to the so-called 0 
category. Let 9 denote the Grothendieck group of 0. Given ME ObCo let 
[M] denote its image in $9. It is known that [M(wp)]: WE W and 
[L(yp)]: y E W both freely generate ‘9. Thus we can define a(y) to be the 
unique element of H W corresponding to [L(yp)] when [M(wp)] 
corresponds to w. Clearly {u(w)} Wt w  is a basis for Q W. 
Given s E Z W we can write s = C c,a(y) and we set Supp s = 
{YE Wlc,#O}. Given ScZW, we set SuppS=lJ,.,Supp sand [S]= 
Q{a(w): w  E Supp S}. For each w  E W, the left cone 9?(w) containing w  is 
defined to be Supp E Wu(w). It can be shown that [g(w)] is a left Q W 
module [7, 1.51. 
For each w  E W, set m(w) = 1 RI - d(L(wp)), where d denotes Gelfand- 
Kirillov dimension. We set g(w) = ( y E g(w) 1 m(y) < m(w)>. Its comple- 
ment g(w) in g’(w) is called the left cell containing W. One shows that 
m is a union of left cones and so C%?(w)] inherits a left quotient QW 
module structure. 
The two-sided cone &9(w) containing w  is defined to be the smallest 
union of left cones containing w  and stable under the map y-y-‘. The 
two-sided cell B?(w) containing w  is then defined analogously to a left cell. 
The function m( .) is constant on two-sided cells and [B?(w)] has a Q W 
bimodule structure. We shall often omit w  in the above objects. 
Since u(w) is now known to be given by the Kazhdan-Lusztig polyno- 
mials, the above objects are completely determined at least in principle. 
Recently Lusztig Cl43 has given a definition of m( .) which avoids the use 
of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and in [12] has described the decomposi- 
tion of a left cell [%‘I as a W module. 
2.3. A symmetry property of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
implies that if we write 
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MYI = 1 C,(YT z) 4z) 
ZE w 
then (cf. [9, III, 4.73) 
(1) 
C,(Y, z) = (- l)‘(X)+‘(Y)+[(=) c,-,(zwLI, yw,). (2) 
Moreover since conjugation by ws implements an isomorphism of Was a 
Coxeter group we also have c,-I(ZW~, yw,) = c,,-I( wsz, w,y): x’ = w,xw;‘. 
The above formulae have the following interpretation. Set a’(w) = 
a(ww,) ws=wsa(wsw) and S(w)=(-l)““‘a’(w). Recall that {a(~)},,~ 
is a basis for Q W. Then {t(w)},, w  viewed as the dual basis for (Q W)* 
respects up to the sign representation the W bimodule structure on (Q W)* 
defined by transport of structure. 
2.4. From 2.3.2 we deduce an isomorphism of W modules 
I 
C@(w) w,1* r W(w)1 o.vf,, (3) 
where sg, denotes the sign representation (of W). From 2.3.2 one may 
show that V(x) = V(y) if and only if %?(xw,) = %‘(yws) and hence that 
q(x) ws = V(xw,). Again further use of 2.3.2 also gives G&x) wg n @(xw,) 
= %‘(xw,) and so from (3) we deduce an isomorphism 
[wwwB)l* 3 CWw)l O%w* (4) 
Since each [&?] is a two-sided ideal of W we easily deduce (the well- 
known fact) that 
Horn w( [@I, [%]I = 0. (5) 
2.5. Take B’ c B and set 
which is the projector onto the sign representation of Ww. As noted in 
[7,5.11] we have a’(~,,)= 1 W,.je& and that [@(WOW,) ws] = We,.. 
(This was a consequence of the Borho-Jan&en-Duflo r-invariant.) 
If M, E are W modules with E simple we let [M : E] denote the multi- 
plicity of E in M. We use the notation E E M if [M : E] # 0. By the above 
we deduce (for E simple) using Frobenius reciprocity that 
[[@(w,, wg)] : E]= [Indzw(sg,,.): E]= [E:sg,.]. (6) 
481/130/2-Z 
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LEMMA. For each B’ c B and each simple W module E one has 
(i) Zf EE [%?(w~.)], then [E : Id,.] = [ [%?(w~,)] : E]. 
(ii) ZfEs [S!~(W,~)], then [E:Id,.]=O. 
(i) follows from (4), (5), and (6). (ii) follows from (3) and (5). 
2.6. Fix a two-sided cell C%?. Take aE [%KJ, x, y E W. We let 
a H x . a . y denote the W bimodule structure on [C%?] defined in 2.2 by 
ignoring terms coming from the two-sided cones strictly contained in $%. 
This also defines an associative multiplication (a, 6) H a.b on [Q%?] which 
we call the dot multiplication. Let G?? be a left cell in CM. Observe that we 
have a Q linear map a I-+ (b H b. a) of [%? n U-l] into End ,J%?] which by 
[ 12, 12.151 is an isomorphism. Define an involution * on Q W by w* = w  ~ ’ 
and linearity. One has a(w)* =a(w-‘) and a .a* =O, aE [G%?] implies 
a=0 (see [lo, 4.31). 
2.7. Let z” denote the set of Duflo involutions of W. One has 
I%? n Co 1 = 1 for each left cell $? [9, 3.51. By [9, 4.2(i)] it follows that wgC 
is the unique Duflo involution in %(wg’). Again if u is the unique Duflo 
involution in the left cell V, then the map aH a .a(~) is a bijective 
endomorphism of [w]. This was shown in [ 10,3.6] but a simpler argu- 
ment is given in 3.3. 
2.8. For each simple W module E set 
rE=& c tr(w, El, WE w
which is the projector onto the E isotypical component of Q W. 
For each B’ c B, set 
which is the projector onto the trivial representation of W,.. 
Let V be a left cell and take E E [%?I simple. Let peg [% n Vi] denote 
the projector onto the E isotypical component [%?lE of [U] defined by the 
isomorphism of 2.6. Set [U n V-‘1, = [U n V’] .pE which identifies with 
End&V]. and has centre Qp,. Set 
Z,= @ [%nW’-‘1. 
WE963 
%?‘#Q 
One easily checks that Zw .ac Z, for all aE [U: n W’]. 
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PROPOSITION. Take B’ c B and set 59 = %(w~,), s = sF. Then for all 
EE [G9] one has 
(i) s .a(~~) = a(wgv) mod Zw. 
(ii) s.a=amodZ,,for all aE [WnW’]. 
(iii) The map a H s . a. s of [%’ n W’] into [9%] is injective. 
(iv) s([%?nV-‘].)s=sr,(QW)s. In particular s([wnF’].)s is a 
ring with centre Qsr,. 
(i) For each WE W, set z(w)= {LXEBIWCXER-}. This is the Borho- 
Jantzen-Duflo T - invariant which is constant on left cells, that is, 
z(y)=z(w) for all ye%?(w), moreover for each YEW, creB one has 
a’(y) s, = -a’(y) if c1 E r(y) and otherwise a’(y) s, is a positive integer 
linear combination of the a’(z): ZE W. Now observe that a’(w)* = 
(a(wws) wg)*=wBa(wBw-‘)=a(w-’ w,)w,=a’(w-‘). We conclude that 
s,a’(w) = -a’(w) if and only if tl E t(w-‘). 
Now take w  E W with w  # wg’ and y E W,,. Suppose that ya’(w) when 
written as a linear combination of the a’(z): z E g’(w) has a non-zero coef- 
ficient of a’(w,.). It is clear that we cannot have s,a’(w) = -a’(w), for all 
C(E B’ and so we must have r(w-‘) p B’. By 2.3.2 (and discussion) it 
follows that for all y E W,. we can write 
Y + 4wB0 = 4wsf) + 1 cdw), 
where c, # 0 implies that w  E %(wg’) and r(w-‘) p B’. By r-invariance we 
obtain z(w) = T(w~) = B’ and so we conclude that w  4 %’ n %-‘. This proves 
(0 
(ii) By 2.7 the map a H a. a(wsS) is bijective on [%I and so applying * 
the map aHa .a is bijective on [V’]. Hence (ii) follows from (i) 
and our observation concerning IV. 
(iii) Take aE [%?nC’]. By (ii) we can write s.a=a+a’ for some 
u’EZ~. Then s.a.s=a.s+u’.s=u+a”+u’.s for some u”EZ,*. Now 
which satisfies .Zw. s c .ZV (because it is the sum of right cells hence stable 
by right dot multiplication). Now let 7c denote the projection of [%$‘] onto 
[%nF’] defined by the decomposition 
[SW] = @ [U’n W--l]. 
Q’,V” E SaQ 
It follows from the above that rc(s . a . s) = a. This proves (iii). 
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(iv) It is immediate from (iii) that the map a~sas of [%?nF’] into 
[&Kj is also injective. Now take UE [gnn-‘].c [%‘I,. Then rEa=a 
(recall 2.4.5) and so we conclude that s( [%’ n %? ~ ‘1 E) s c srE( Q W) s. 
Finally 
dims([~nn4X’].)s=dim(~nr\--‘]., by injectivity, 
=[[W]:E]‘, by 2.6, 
= (dim, EWB)*, by 2.5(i), 
= dim,(End,EWB’), 
2 dim(sr,Q B’S), 
since E is a faithful r,QW module. This proves (iv). 
Remarks. One may easily check directly that a, -s -a2 E [%? n %-‘I, for 
all a,,a2e[VnWm1] and so s.[Cf?nW’].s (resp. s[%?nn-‘1s) is a 
subring of [%?I (resp. [&?I). We do not claim that the map a H sas is 
a ring homomorphism. 
3. THE MULTIPLICITY-FREE CASE 
3.1. Take B’ c B. We analyse the consequences of 2.8(iv) when 
%? := U(w,) satisfies [ [%I : E] < 1, for all E simple; that is, it is multi- 
plicity-free as a W module. This is nearly always the case. Indeed Lusztig 
has shown [12] that a left cell can only fail to be multiplicity-free if g has 
a simple factor of type F4, Es, E,, or E,. Furthermore Barbasch and 
Vogan checked case by case that whenever B’ took the form indicated by 
Arthur’s conjecture, the cell $?(w~‘) was in fact multiplicity-free. Ultimately 
we don’t need to assume this, but it is worth singling out this much easier 
case. 
3.2. There is a second associative product (a, b) H a 0 b on [9@] 
which we call the circle product. This was derived in discussions with 
Lusztig and was described in [ 10, 1 l] where it is used in discussing ques- 
tions concerning Goldie rank and in [ 163 (the J ring) where considerable 
information on the structure constants was obtained. In [ 10,4.6] we 
showed, using Lusztig’s trick to prove the Benson-Curtis theorem, that the 
dot and circle products are jointly associative. A unified proof of all such 
associativity can be found in lectures notes of Curtis [5]. 
3.3. Let 9 be a left cell contained in some fixed two-sided cell 9Z. 
Let 0 be the unique element of .Z” n %. Rather remarkably (see [ 10, 3.43, 
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for example) one has a 0 a(a) = a, for all a E [%‘I (up to a sign which is con- 
stant on 9%’ and can be eliminated by replacing each a(w): w  E 9% by 
-a(w) if necessary) and that uo u(a) = 0, for all a E [+?‘I, where %?’ is a left 
cell of 9% distinct from %?. Consequently for the circle product u(a) is the 
identity in [%?n%-‘1 and 
is the identity in [PZ]. 
Take UE [U]. We show that a. u(a) = 0 implies a = 0. Indeed 
O=u~(u~u(o))*=a~(u(a)~a*)=(u~a(a))~u*=u-a* and so the asser- 
tion follows from the remark in 2.6. It follows similarly that 
a+d=O:aE [P#] implies a=O. 
It easily follows from the above that the linear map UH $(a) := a .d is 
a bijection on [S$] and that 
ti(a)oICl(b) = rCl(a .bh +(a)ob=a.b (7) 
for all a, b E [%?I. It is clear from the second of these equations that a left 
cell V in 9% is stable under the circle product. Actually we have more. 
Given E a simple W module and a E Q W we denote by tr(u, E) the trace 
of a as an element of EndoE. Now let E be a submodule of some left cell 
V. Then by (5), tr(u, E) is just the trace of a on E with respect to left dot 
multiplication. Now suppose further that a E [S?] and let tr,(u, E) 
denote the trace of a on E with respect to left circle multiplication. Then 
we have the 
LEMMA. Let E be a simple submodule of [U]. 
(i) tr(a, E) = tr,($(a), E), Va E [GB?]. 
(ii) tr,(+(a), E) = tr,(u *U(U), E), Vu E [% n U-l] where CT is the 
unique element of Con %?. 
(i) is an immediate consequence of the second formula in (7). Then for 
(ii) it is enough to show that tr,(a(r) .a(~+), E) = 0 for all r E %-I, b’ E %’ 
with %’ # %?, In this case one has u(t) .a(~+) E [%?’ n %‘-‘I by the definition 
of a left cell. The vanishing of this latter trace can be immediately obtained 
from properties of the structure constants (cf. [ll, 2.11) for the circle 
product (see also remarks in [ 11, 2.61). 
3.4. The point of 3.3 is that we are able to read off from Lusztig’s 
results in [16] the characters tr,(u(t), E) for each simple submodule 
E E [%‘I and each r E % n %:-‘. A difficulty is that we do not know how to 
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calculate a . a(a). We shall study a special case. Take cr and E as above and 
define pE E [V n UP’] as in 2.8. Obviously p; = pE. Using say (7) one 
easily checks that [V n %-‘I and [% n %-‘lE are subrings of [9%‘] under 
the circle product and using the bijection a H a a(a) on [9? n V ‘1 that 
they are isomorphic to these spaces as subrings with the dot product. 
LEMMA. One has pE.u(o) =u(a) .pE and this element generates the 
centre of [+? n V- ‘lE for the circle product. 
Take aE [%?nG%p’],. Then a 0 (a(a) .pE) = (a 0 a(a)) .pE = a .pE = a. 
Thus a := u(a) .pE is a right identity in [%? n VP1lE for the circle product. 
Similarly b :=pE.u(a) is a left identity. Yet [%? n%T1lE is isomorphic to 
the full matrix ring End,[%].. This proves the second assertion and that 
a = b. 
Remark. We do not know if a(a) .pE is proportional to pE in general, 
though obviously this does hold if E occurs with multiplicity one in [U]. 
3.5. Let us recall that to each two-sided cell 9% we can associate 
a nilpotent orbit in g* whose closure is the associated variety of any one 
of the Ann L(wp): w  E 9%. Lusztig has defined [ 12, 13.11 a canonical 
quotient A,, of the component group of the centralizer of an element of 
this orbit. Fix 9% and set A = A,,. He has shown that there exists a left 
cell % in 9% (a Lusztig cell in the language of [l 1 ] ) such that 
{tro (u(7), E): z~Q?n V’, EE [U]} is just the character table of A. From 
subsequent analysis (cf. [ 11, 2.141 for the classical case and [ 16, tables] in 
general) it is enough that [%I be multiplicity-free for this to hold. Actually 
here we must be careful since this is not exactly what Lusztig shows as he 
is working with the basis a’(w) defined in 2.3. Yet in [lo, A.3.61 we intro- 
duced a bijection w  H w+ taking Duflo involutions to Duflo involutions, 
left cells to left cells and satisfying w*.+= w  and (w,)-‘= (w-l),. 
Moreover we showed that a(ww,) . wg= a(w,) up to a sign (namely 
(-l)“‘“*’ ) which is constant on two-sided cells and can as before be 
ignored. Thus a’(w) =a(w,) modulo terms outside the appropriate two- 
sided cell (namely 9&Z*). As noted in 3.3 these terms do not contribute to 
tr(a, E) and can be ignored. Again by 2.3.2 it is immediate that if [V] is 
multiplicity-free then so is [+I?*]. Finally one may check that A,, and A,,* 
are isomorphic. (By 5.3 this last statement is not ultimately needed.) 
We conclude from the above the following 
PROPOSITION. Let % be a left cell which is multiplicity-free as a W 
module. Set A = A,,. Then there is a bijection 7 H x7 of %‘n W’ onto 
Irr A and a bijection E H xE of the set of equivalence classes of W modules 
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onto the set of con&gay classes of A such that tr,(a(r), E) = xr(xE). In 
particular 
c XAXE) a(r) rewnw 
generates the centre of [% n V ‘lE for the circle product. 
Remark. We shall be more specific about these bijections when we cast 
this result into a better form (Theorem 4.6). 
3.6. We now recover a version of the Barbasch-Vogan result from 
2.8, 3.4, 3.5. Fix B’c B and assume that %? :=%(w,.) is multiplicity-free. 
Then dim[%Yn%],< 1. In the notation of 2.8 and 3.5 we obtain the 
COROLLARY. For each E E [%‘I one has 
srE= c Xr(XE) sa(r) s 
rCQnw-1 
up to a non-zero scalar. 
3.8. To obtain exactly the result of Barbasch-Vogan needs a little 
extra discussion. Choose 1 to be a dominant integral weight (for example 
2, in the notation of [3]). Then there exists B’ c B such that WB is the 
stabilizer of Iz in W. Let f denote the diagonal copy of g in g x g. For each 
dominant integral weight p and each w  E W let X(p, wp) denote the 
principal series modules which we identify with the set of f locally 
finite elements Hom,(M(p), 8M(wp)) whose 6 denote the dual in the 
Bernstein-GelfandGelfand 0 category. We remark that the X(p, wp) are 
not necessarily distinct. Indeed let W,,, denote the stabilizer of p in W. 
Then the distinct X(p, wp) are obtained by taking w  to be of maximal 
length in its W,.. double coset. For such a choice of w  the unique simple 
quotient X(p, wp) of X(p, wp) is just (see [8,4.7], for example) the set of 
f locally finite elements of Horn&M(p), ,~(wP)). 
If p is regular, it is immediate from say [S, 5.41 or the more precise 
equivalence of categories theorem [6, 1.163 that the images [X(p, wp)] 
and [X(p, w,u)] in the Grothendieck group correspond to w  and u(w), 
respectively. In the general case we recall that the Jantzen translation 
functor for the passage from a dominant regular integral weight p to say 
1 is exact, takes X(p, wp) to X(n, WA), and the simple module X(p, wp) to 
X(2, WA) if w  is maximal in W&w W,, and to zero otherwise. It is immediate 
that ywz corresponds to [X(n, WA)] for all w  E W, y, z E W,.. Again if w  is 
maximal in W,.wW,, then u(w) corresponds to [X(2, WA)] and then so 
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does each y a(w) z: y, z E W,, by exactness of translation. Similarly if w  is 
not maximal in W,,w WE then the ya(w) z: y, z E WE correspond to the 
zero module. Take % = U(w,) and CJ’ E 5!? n g--l. Then 6’ is maximal in 
WeGa’W,, since r(o’) = r(cP’) = B’. We conclude that the term sa(r) s on 
the right hand side of 3.6 corresponds to [X(2, tn)]. 
Following Barbasch-Vogan we define 
Then their main result can be expressed as follows. 
THEOREM. Fix B’ c B. Assume that V = %(w~) is multiplicity-free. Then 
for each E E [%?I simple andfor each dominant integral weight 1 with stabi- 
lizer W,( one has 
We already know by 3.6 and the above discussion that this holds up to 
a non-zero scalar. To compute the scalar we compare the number of times 
that the trivial f type occurs on both sides. It obviously occurs once in R,. 
Now by 2.8(iii) it follows that the [X(n, rn)]: t-e%? nF’ are linearly 
independent and so in particular correspond to distinct simple modules. 
We conclude that X(n, rn) admits the trivial f type exactly when r = wH. 
Now ws, is just the Duflo involution in %?(w~,) and so by [ll, 2.71, 
x,,&x~) = tr,,(a(w#), E) = [ [%I : E] = 1 (note that this means that xwlr is 
the trivial character of A). This proves the required assertion. 
Remarks. Note that this result is more precise than that stated by 
Barbasch-Vogan in [3, Theorem III] since we have identified the simples 
occurring the decomposition of R,. It is also more general since we have 
a much weaker condition on B’. A similar generalization is needed in [2]. 
Elementary group theory gives an inversion formula for the simples in 
terms of the R,. The latter may be considered as analogues of the 
Deligne-Lusztig characters. One may show that the sa(r) s are positive 
rational combinations of the a(w): w  E $U (with denominator 1 WEI *). This 
obtains either by Jantzen translation from 1 to p (regular) or by using the 
Bernstein-Gelfand projective functor taking M(,u) to the projective cover of 
L(w~~) which corresponds in the Grothendieck group to the element 
c w. WE w. 
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4. THE GENERAL CASE 
4.1. Take B’ c B and set %? = ‘8(wg’). It need not be true that V is 
multiplicity-free and this leads to more complicated formulae for the srE. 
Moreover assuming that the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture has in fact been 
established in the non-integral case, the resulting formulae carry over 
without change and then may be even required to study unitary representa- 
tions for the exceptional semisimple Lie groups (this is hinted at in 
Barbasch [2]). To handle this situation we will need a new idea which will 
furthermore lead to a clearer identification with Lusztig’s results. 
4.2. Our aim is to calculate srE for each EE [U]. Inspection of 
2.8(iv) shows that we need to calculate the centre of a full matrix ring. The 
method we use derives from the following elementary lemma. 
Let { V,};l= i be a finite collection of finite dimensional Q vector spaces. 
Identify U = @ (VI@3 V,?) with @ End V, and its dual U* with 
@ End VT. Choose a basis {us”} for each I’, and let { ti”} denote the dual 
basis in each I’,?. Choose a basis {a,} for U and let t(a,) denote the dual 
basis iJ*. 
LEMMA. For each 1 one has 
We can write a, = C (u,)~,, (oj’)O tj”), and 5(a,) = IX t(a,),, (5!“@ uj”). 
By definition of a dual basis this gives 
where 6 denotes the Kronecker delta. As usual we can interpret (u,)~,~ 
(resp. 5(a,)V,I) as coefficients of a square matrix C (resp. D). Then the 
above give CD+ = Id and so DtC = Id which translates to give 
from which the assertion of the lemma is immediate. 
Remark. Fix a basis for GL( I’,). Then GL( V,) acts on V,? by transport 
of structure and the dual basis (t!“} for I$? is determined up to a non-zero 
scalar by the transformation matrices of the <$” with respect to the fixed 
basis of GL( V,). Similarly the dual basis {[(a,)} for U* is determined up 
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to scalar multiplication in each End, V: by the transformation matrices of 
the [(a,) with respect to the fixed basis of the direct product G of the 
GL( V,) x GL( VT). Consequently, if the basis <(a,) of U* is determined just 
by the requirement that the bilinear pairing on U x U* defined by 
be G covariant. then we obtain that 
Id y, = c a, tr(iXa,), vi+) 
up to a non-zero scalar (depending on I). 
4.3. Fix B’ c B, set % = %?(w~,), and take E E [%I. Let V, denote 
the isotypical component of E for the identity representation of W,, and 
identify V$ with the isotypical component of E* @sgw for the sign 
representation of W&. 
We define an inner product on Q W by 
(( - 1 P u’(x), 4v) > = 6.x. y’ (8) 
where 6 denotes the Kronecker delta. By 2.3 this inner product is W x W 
contravariant, that is, 
(u,xby)= ((-l)r(x)+l(y)X~luy-‘,b) (9) 
for all a, beQW, x, YE W. 
Take z E %? n V’. Our comments on the z-invariant in the proof of 2.8(i) 
show (the well-known fact) that s,u’(r) = u’(z) s, = -u’(z), for all LYE B’. 
Use of (8) and (9) then gives 
(( - 1)“” U’(T), su(t’) s) = 6,. T, (10) 
for all z, r’E$? n%-‘. Now by 2.8, (sa(r) s},,~, cy-~ is a basis for 
U := @ EE rw7 End V,. Since sQ Ws acts irreducibly on each V, it follows 
that (10) defines a covariant pairing on Ux U* with respect to the direct 
product of GL( VE) x GL( V$). We conclude from 4.2 that for each E= [%I 
one has 
Id,= 1 tr( ( - 1 )I(*) a’(r), Vz) SU(T) s 
rct?n%F1 
up to a non-zero scalar. 
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It is convenient in what follows to introduce the symbol A to denote 
equality up to a non-zero scalar. 
LEMMA. Take B’ c B and set % = %?(wBs). Then for each E E [%I one has 
By 2.8(iv) and the above we only have to check that tr(a’(r), I’;)= 
tr(a’(z), E* 0 sgW) = tr(a’(z), E @ sgW) = tr(a(r,), E 0 sgw). The first 
equality derives from the fact (noted above) that s,a’(T) = -a’(r), Vcr E B’, 
which implies that a’(t)( E* @ sg W) c Vg. The second equality comes from 
the isomorphism Eg E* (as W modules). The last equality comes from (5) 
and the fact that a’(z) and a(z,) differ only by terms lying in [@,I. 
4.4. For the moment let G?? be any left cell. Since [W n %T ’ ] is 
isomorphic to End ,+,[%?I we obtain a one to one correspondence E H 9E 
between the equivalence classes of simple W modules occurring in [U] and 
the equivalence classes of simple [%’ n W’] modules. 
LEMMA. For all E E [%?I and all z E % n %? - ’ one has 
trda(z), E) = trda(~), %I. 
This is not quite obvious and derives from the special properties of 
structure constants for the circle product. 
Set L = [%’ n W’]. Then cp: a H (b H 6,o a), is an isomorphism of L 
onto End W[%?] and 8: a I-+ (b H a 0 b) an embedding of L into End, L. Fix 
EE [%?I and let q E End,(%] denote the projection onto [%?lE defined by 
isotypical decomposition. Set n = [[U] : E]. Let us write 
a(x)oa(y)= C c,,y,z4-1). 
za9Q 
Then after Lusztig (cf. [ll, 2.11) these structure constants are cyclically 
symmetric and satisfy c,,~,~=c,-I,,-~,.-I. 
Let qwl, w2 denote the matrix elements of q. For all z E %’ n 91-l one has 
n trda(z), E) = trda(r) 4, [@‘I) 
By cyclic symmetry and the definition of a left cell, it follows that T, w;’ 
lie in the same left cell %’ and similarly w; ‘, f ~ ’ lie in the same left cell W. 
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We conclude that we may take w,, w2 E %? n VP’ in the above sum. Set 
q’= 8((p-l(q)). Since q’ is central in [Q? n %-‘I, it easily follows that 
9:,,rZ=&,,T2~ for all zl, z2 E [%‘n@-‘1. Thus the right hand side above 
equals 
as required. 
tro(o(4T)) 4’, L) = tro(@4z)h L,), 
= n tro(4z), 61, 
4.5. Let E be a simple W module and set E, := Esg,. 
PROPOSITION. Take B’ c B and C = C(w,.). Then for each EE [%‘I one 
has 
srEL 1 tr,(a(z*), &,) m(z) s. 
rsGfrl4-’ 
This follows from 4.3, 4.4, and 3.3 if we make two further observations. 
First one has 
a’( WB.) = 1 ( - 1 p) w. 
wewB 
Consequently 
47*).4(w,)*)= I W,.I a*) 
for all r E %’ n V ~ ‘. (Of course to apply 3.3 we must also recall that We is 
the unique Duflo involution in 97.) Second, we show that the signs (- 1)“” 
in 4.3 can be ignored and in fact are all the same. (This is ultimately related 
to the fact that the Kazhdan-Lusztig expressions are polynomial in q and 
not just in q”‘.) 
For the moment let %? be any left cell and set m = m(a): o E Z” n V 
(which is contant on the two-sided cell 9%). Recall the notation of 4.4. By 
say [ 10, A.41 the non-vanishing of c,, Y, =: x, y, z E 9% implies that 
m + l(x) + I(y) + l(z) = 0 (mod 2). It follows that the structure constants of 
[%6?] for the circle product are unaltered if we replace a(x) by 
C-1) m + ‘(x) a(x). Consequently 
tr,(a(x), Z) = (- l)m+‘(x) tr,(a(x), Z) 
or any a(x) invariant subspace Zc [Q%]. In particular 
tr,(a(r), FE) = (- l)m+‘(r) tr,(a(z), FE) 
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for all r~%?n%~’ and all EE [%I. Moreover for fixed z~%n%-’ the left 
hand side does not vanish for all E and so we actually obtain that m + l(z) 
is even for all z E % n w-i. (In particular the length differences between any 
two involutions in a two-sided cell is always even, a fact which we had long 
since thought to be true.) 
We conclude from the above that ( - 1)“” can be replaced by the fixed 
sign factor ( - 1)“. This proves the proposition. 
4.6. We can now prove our main result. Let 1 be a dominant 
integral weight. Then there exists B’ c B such that W,. is the stabilizer of 
1 in W. Set %? = %?(wB,) and choose EE [%?I simple. Define R, as in 3.7 and 
FE as in 4.4. 
THEOREM. One has 
This follows from 4.5 exactly as 3.7 follows from 3.6. 
Remarks. One nice aspect of this formula is that the trO(a(z,), FE,) are 
exactly what Lusztig tabulates in [16]. Indeed we can replace a(~,) by 
a’(z) which form the standard Kazhdan-Lusztig basis and of course 
E, = E@ sg,. Unfortunately Lusztig is not yet able to specify which u’(z) 
corresponds to which column of his table. This does not matter if one 
regards the X(1, zA) as an unspecified labelling of the irreducible Harish- 
Chandra modules which have the same annihilator being the unique maxi- 
mal ideal of U(g)@ U(g) with central character defined by 1 (as do 
Barbasch-Vogan). Finally one cannot get an inversion formula from the 
above since there are more simples than R, objects. 
5. AN IDENTITY FOR THE STRUCTURE CONSTANTS 
5.1. Comparison of 3.7 and 4.6 shows that in the multiplicity-free 
case we have established two different formulae for the unipotent charac- 
ters. This suggests that the structure constants c,,~,= for the circle product 
with X, y, z E 9%’ should coincide with those for x, y, z E Q%*. Here we 
establish such a result using in particular the duality principle, the special 
form of the structure constants themselves, and the identification of the 
Duflo involutions described in [9, 151. We ‘believe that this result may 
have computational value. Indeed the structure constants are not known 
completely and their partial determination (see [ 16; 11, 4.2, 4.31) involves 
much case by case analysis. The result shows that it is enough to compute 
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them for two-sided cells induced from lower rank Weyl subgroups (after 
Barbasch-Vogan, for example, from [3, Proposition 5.11 either 9%’ or 
a%* is non-trivially induced- that is, contains an element w  E W,! for 
some B’s B). 
5.2. Fix a two-sided cell 9% and define de [9’S] as in 3.3. It is the 
identity for the circle product. For each a E [9&?] we use a,. Y, (respectively 
uz,,), to denote the matrix elements defined by 
a .4x) = 1 %,,4Y)v a”4.Y)= c 4,.4Y). 
ytsw ” E 9w 
Recall the involution a +-+ a* on [9&] defined in 2.6. One has d= d*. 




a = u(z) 
4, = (a*);,,. 
a ,,y=(d.a*.d-’ )Y, z. In particular d,, y = d,,, . 
By linearity it is enough to prove the assertion for 
z E 9%. One has 
+)04x)= 1 cz,x,y-1 U(Y). 
YEOV 
Thus 
44;. x 3 
(u(z)*); y = a(~-~);,~ = c,-I,,,~-I = c,,~-I,~~I = c~,~-I,~ = c,,,,,~-I = 
as required. 
(ii) By joint associativity one has a. u(x) = (a. d) 0 u(x). Thus uX,Y = 
(u.d)ll,y=((u.d)*)~,,=((d.u*.d-‘).d),0,,=(d.u*.d-1),, as required. 
Remarks. It is immediate that a similar result holds for right multiplica- 
tion, either by direct calculation or using the involution *. Note that 
the circle multiplication is determined by the dot multiplication via 
a 0 b = a . d - ’ . b and conversely the dot multiplication is determined by the 
circle multiplication and the value of de d (where exact form is unknown). 
5.3. Recall (3.5) that for each w  E 9% there exists w* ~.9&‘* such 
that u(ww~). wB = (- l)m(W*)u(~*). Set c:,~,= = c~*,~,,~,. Recall that 
(W,)-‘=(w-‘)*. Set m=m(x),m,=m(x,) for any ~69% (see 2.2). 
PROPOSITION. For all x, y, z E 9% one has ( - 1)” c&,, z = ( - 1 )“* c,,~,~. 
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Fix a left cell % and let (r be the unique element of Co nw. Take 
4 Y -‘E%. One has 
(11) 
We show that 
By the vanishing properties of the c,,,, z (which follow from cyclicity) this 
will be enough to establish the result. 
A key fact [ 10, A.3.51 is that g* is the unique element of Co n w.+. This 
gives a special case of our assertion, namely the second relation below 
(-1)“4~)‘J4Y)=4Y), (-I)“* 4~*)04Y*)=4Y*). (13) 
We deduce the general case via joint associativity and the cyclicity of 
u(a) (resp. ~(a,)) in %’ (resp. %?*), by comparing the transformation proper- 
ties of u(y) and a(~,) under left dot multiplication. In the notation of 2.3 
we have for all x E 9% that 
(14) 
Substitution in the first equation in (13) gives 
(- 1)” c C,(~, x) 4x)o4z) = c CJY, z) 4z). (15) 
xew%? zs9Y 
Thus (12) will result from cyclicity of u(o) (which implies that we can 
solve (15) to determine u(x) 0 u(y)) if we can show that the same relation 
holds for the starred quantities. From (2) we already have for all XE%? 
that 
(- 1)W w-I .u(x*) = c (- l)@)+@) CJZ, x) u(z*). (16) 
ZSDQ 
NOW recalling that [$%*I is a two-sided ideal in the semisimple artinian 
ring Q W it follows from the definition of the dot product that we can find 
a E PZ.,, such that a . a(~,) = ( - 1)““) w  -’ . a(~,), Vx E 2%‘. With 
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set b =d, .a* .d,‘. Then by (16) and 5.2(ii) we obtain 
b .a(~,) = c (- l)‘@)+‘(‘) c,(x, z) a(~,) (17) 
ZESW 
for all x* E 9$*. Substitution in the second equation in (13) gives 
(- l)“* c (- l)r(@+l(x) c&+,(0, x)(a(x*) 0 a(y*)) 
xs9w 
= 1 (-l)‘(v)+@) c,(y, z) u(z*). (18) 
zsov 
This gives (12) with a(~,), etc., multiplied by the sign factor (- l)‘(o)+‘(x). 
Yet we recall (4.5) that I(o) + m(a) is even and c,,~,= = 0 unless 
m(o) + I(x) + I(y) + l(z)= 0 mod 2 so this sign factor can be ignored. We 
conclude that ( 18) gives (12) as required. 
6. INVARIANT FORMS ON LEFT CELLS 
6.1. Fix a two-sided cell Q%?. Here we note that d= dgw defines on 
each left cell V c 9% a W-invariant symmetric bilinear form on [g] which 
is furthermore positive or negative definite. These considerations were 
motivated by discussions with J. Giiemes who was studying a W-invariant 
form on a geometric object (a homology space of middle dimension) 
associated to the corresponding nilpotent orbit. This form had been intro- 
duced by P. Slodowy [17]. Except for g of type A, is quite unclear how 
these forms should be related. Furthermore we should like to have a 
representation theoretic interpretation of the form described here. 
6.2. Fix a left cell % c 9%:. We define bilinear forms c,, cy : 
t~%‘n%-’ on [%‘I through 
u*.b= c ~,(a, b) 4th u*ob= 1 c’lh b) a(~), 
ZPlnQ-’ rsvnw-l 
Vu, b E [WI. Since (~a)* . wb = (a*~-‘). (wb) = u* . b, it is immediate that 
the c, are W invariant forms. Again ~,(a, b) = c,-l(b, a). 
LEMMA. (i) ~,(a, b) = ~:(a, d. b), VT E %? n V-l; a, b E [%?I. 
(ii) {c,: z E Q? A %-‘} is a basis for the space of W-invariant forms 
on [%]. 
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(i) Obtains from the relation a* 0 (d. b) = (a* od) . b = a* . b. For (ii) first 
observe that card(% n V’) = dim,[V n VP’] = dim, End &%] which in 
turn equals the dimension of the space of W invariant forms on [+?I. It is 
hence enough to prove linear independence. By (i) and the invertibility of 
d it is enough to show that the cy are linearly independent. Now suppose 
we have A, E Cl such that 
This translates to give 
o= c kGl,y,?-’ = 
roWr-lQ-’ 
J-, 4c,-l,x-l,y> VXTYE~? 





for all a E [I%‘]. Taking a = C II, u(z -‘) and recalling that a o a* = 0 *a = 0 
we conclude that A, = 0, Vr E 9? n V’, as required. 
6.3. It is natural to single out the form cd, where c is the unique 
Duflo involution in %‘. This is a symmetric form and in the notation of 5.1 
we have the 
LEMMA. For all x, YE C one has c,(u(x), u(y)) = (- 1)“‘“’ dx,Y. 
Recall (cf. [lo, 3.41) that c,-I,~,.~ = (- l)“‘(“) 8X,Y, Vx, y E V, where 6 is 
the Kronecker delta. Then use 5.2(u) and 6.2(i). 
6.4. We wish to show that c, is positive or negative definite. By 6.3 
it is enough to show that the symmetric matrix {dx,Y}x, yE w has only 
positive eigenvalues. Here we shall use a result of Lusztig concerning the 
Hecke algebra 2. Our discussion will be slightly more detailed than 
strictly necessary. 
6.5. Recall that JP is a free Q[q] module with basis TX: x E W 
satisfying some well-known relations which become the relations for XE W 
at the specialization q = 1. Set t = q112. Let P,r,,: x, y E W denote the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and set 
a:,= 1 (-1) I(w) - NY) qw2v(w) ~ wp y,wW1) Ty 
YE w 
481/130/2-3 
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which identify with the elements of the well-known Kazhdan-Lusztig basis 
for X[t, t-‘1. The element al, specializes to a’(w) at q= 1. The dot and 
circle products (which are first introduced for the Hecke algebra) define for 
each two-sided cell %F?, an identity al,, for the circle product and an ele- 
ment of Q[t, t-l], noted det a&, defined to be the determinant of the 
linear transformation a H 34% . a on [CM]. If we set asw = a&,*, then asq 
specializes to dBw at q = 1. View the tr( TX T,, &?) as the entries of a matrix. 
Set m& = rnBw L =m(a,) with OE%F?. 
LEMMA. Up to a non-zero scalar, one has 
det(tr(T,T,, X))= n ( n q’@-“‘““> (det a~~)*. 
OI XEDCR 
Furthermore 
deg(det a,,) = mow card P&‘. 
Since the P,,, define a triangular matrix with diagonal entries it is 
immediate that 
det tr(T,T,, X’)= fl q”Y)det tr(a:a;, A![& t-l]). 
YE w 
Set K= Q(t). Since Y& := X@oCy3 K is a semisimple, artinian ring, it is 
isomorphic as a (left) module over itself to a direct sum of the [B?]. In 
this ai acts by the dot product on [CZ%?] which is trivial unless 9% is 
contained in &Y(X). We conclude that 
where in the right hand side tr refers to the dot product. 
Now define the linear bijection I,?: a H a. a&, on [F&7]. Then as in 3.3 
joint associativity of dot and circle products gives (using tr, to refer to the 
circle product) 
and so 
det tr(a: .a;, [B?]) = det(tr,(a: .a;), [B?])(det a&,)*. 
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As in 4.4 we can write 
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Moreover recalling say [ 10, 3.21 and the definition of the circle product we 
have A, y, z E N. Thus the discriminant det(tr,(a:oak), [%?J) of the 
semisimple ring [9%?] is a non-zero scalar multiple of nxcgQ q-“&u. 
Combining the above equalities gives the first assertion. 
For the second assertion we make use of the antiautomorphism of 
X[t, t-l] defined by ft-+-‘, Ty++ T: ‘I under which the a; are invariant 
(by definition). It implies that the stru&ure constants for the multiplication 
of the a: are invariant under the substitution t H t-l. Thus for all x, 
yePi% we have 
u;u; = ( - ty,, 1 c:,y,z ai-1 + lower order terms in t. 
ZEGW 
We conclude (setting m’ = rnLq) that 
2m’- 1 
&=(l+tzm’) Id,,+ 1 tkMk 
k=l 
for some linear transformations Mk on 9%. This gives the required 
assertion if we note as in 4.5 that det a&, is a polynomial in q (and not just 
in t). 
6.6. From well-known properties of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polyno- 
mials we obtain 
+b’B)--l(Y)( _ 1)&W--l(Y) T, .  
YE w 
Taking 9% = { wB> and setting 8’ = a&,, we conclude that 
a’ = c (_ l)/(Y) qbB)--(Y)Ty, 
YE w 
Since T,,J& = ( - 1 )r(w) al,, (this can be used to obtain the above formula 
for al,,) we obtain 
a* = P,(q) a’, 
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where P,+. is the polynomial defined by 
P,(q)= c q’V 
W’E w 
We obtain the (rather easy well-known) fact that the zeros of the 
discriminant det(tr(T,T,, X)) of X contain the zeros of P,(q). Lusztig 
has shown the converse (excluding q = 0). His assertion can, for example, 
be obtained from [ 12, (3.3.4), p. 613 as follows, First % is semisimple at 
a given specialization if and only if the discriminant vanishes at that 
specialization. Excluding the specialization at q = 0, 2 is not semisimple if 
and only if some [9%‘] is not semisimple (for the dot product). Now 
consider [9%] as a right [9%‘] module for the circle product (which 
makes [9%?] and hence Endt9u,[ 9%‘] a semisimple ring isomorphic to 
@ {End E( E E [%Kj }). Joint associativity implies that the map 
a H (b H a .b) is a homomorphism 0 of [@&?I into Endr,,, [9%] which 
is bijective (as in [ 131 or because at the specialization q = 1 we have 
a . a* = 0 *a = 0). After specialization at q = U, we get a homomorphism 19, 
of [%Y] considered as a ring under the dot product specialized at q = U, 
into the semisimple ring @ {End El EE [%?I >. Clearly ker 8, is 
contained in the Jacobson radical of the above ring. Following Lusztig [ 10, 
3.31 we note that the map 13 allows one to identify each simple W module 
E occurring in [%?I with a module E(q) for the Hecke algebra (occurring 
in [9%?]). By [ 12, (3.3.4), taking y = 1) we conclude that the modules E(u) 
for the specialized ring are pairwise non-isomorphic if u is not a zero of 
P,. (Actually the presence of the denominator D,(ukthe formal degree 
of E-implies a slightly better result.) Then dimension considerations 
further imply that ker 8,=0 if Pw(u) #O. This proves the required 
assertion. 
6.7. By say [4, 10.2.21, P, is a product of cyclotomic polynomials 
and so its zeros are roots of unity different to 1. In particular det asu has 
no zeros on the closed interval [0, 11. Since aBV = l& at q = 0 and 
a,, = d,, at q = 1, we conclude that the eigenvalues of dSw are all positive. 
In the notation of 6.3 we may summarize our conclusions as follows. 
PROPOSITION. Let g be a left cell and o the unique Duflo involution in 55’. 
Then c, is a W-invariant symmetric bilinear form on [%I which is positive 
(resp. negative) definite if m(u) is even (resp. odd). 
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